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Increasing economic and regulatory 
pressures make it imperative for 
airlines to find opportunities to reduce 
costs and show conformance to 
manufacturer’s data. Because airline 
maintenance operations represent a 
significant cost, airlines have asked 
Boeing for help in reducing this cost. 
Recent results show that changing  
the way service bulletins are prepared 
and delivered — combined with airline 
process improvements — can reduce 
maintenance cost significantly and 
improve the ability to show 
conformance.

boeing has continually made enhancements to the content, format, and 
delivery of its service bulletins. past enhancements include digital delivery, 
simplified english, and tabular work instructions.

boeing has been working directly with airlines to reduce end‑to‑end costs 
for service bulletin incorporation. During this process, it was observed that 
when airlines create their engineering orders, they rewrite or reengineer 
service bulletins and rekit or repackage the kit of parts to match their own 
engineering orders. this reengineering causes unnecessary delays and 
expense for the airlines in implementing service bulletins. 

boeing developed the “enhanced Service bulletin,” also known as the 
“next generation Service bulletin,” to minimize this reengineering effort while 
making it easier and less expensive to implement service bulletins. the 
enhanced service bulletin, in conjunction with airline process improvements, 
will enable a smooth workflow ensuring that information, parts, and tools are 
staged in a coordinated manner to support the mechanic during service 
bulletin incorporation.

boeing’s enhanced service bulletins incorporate four key features: lean 
work instructions, faster access to essential information, improved kit 
packaging, and selective information extraction. these features have been 
incrementally introduced into boeing service bulletins as they became 
available beginning in mid 2003. today, boeing develops all new service 
bulletins to encompass all four features whenever possible.

FOUR kEy FEATURES REdUCE 
AIRLINE ENGINEERING, 
PLANNING, ANd OPERATIONS 
COSTS ASSOCIATEd  
wITh SERvICE BULLETIN 
INCORPORATION.

New Enhanced 
Service bulletins

by mark Baker, Tim Dowling, Willard martinez, Tom medejski,  
Dan Pedersen and Don Rockwell, service Bulletin Engineering
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01.
Lean work 
instructions

one of the most apparent changes in the enhanced service bulletin is that 
figure instructions are provided in a work breakdown of four hours or fewer. 
this makes it possible for airlines to schedule mechanics’ time more 
efficiently and reduces the coordination difficulties associated with work  
shift changeover.

each figure in the enhanced service bulletin is a single configuration. 
previously, multiple configurations were typically shown in a figure. this 
required the airline engineer, planner, or mechanic to extract the steps 
applicable to the specific airplane. one configuration per figure simplifies 
extraction of the applicable data and can prevent accomplishment of the 
wrong steps. additionally, separate left and right side figures are now 
provided, which further facilitates extraction of the applicable data. 

03.
Improved 
kit packaging

enhanced service bulletin kits are packaged to match the figure instructions. if 
operators use the service bulletin instructions as written, this new packaging 
eliminates additional repackaging or sorting through parts. this change alone 
can result in a significant time savings in both the operations and 
maintenance arenas. 

04. 
Selective information 
extraction

enhanced service bulletins enable airline personnel to extract information 
specific to selected airplane configurations. this allows an airline to more 
quickly identify and extract service bulletin information specific to its airplane 
configuration. once the data is extracted, it can easily be copied into an 
airline’s own document management system.

02.
Faster access to 
essential information

When viewed online, boeing’s enhanced service bulletins include hotlinks 
within their text that provide direct access to referenced documents, making it 
easier and faster to find the information needed. For example, hotlinks provide 
quick access to relevant information in the airplane maintenance manual 
(amm), Structural repair manual (Srm), and other documents available on  
the Web portal myboeingFleet.com.
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one conFiguration per Figure proViDeS 
Direct acceSS to applicable Data.

EnHAnCED sERviCE 
BullETins

The hTML file provides 
hotlinks to maintenance 
documentation referenced 
in the service bulletin 
and the ability to quickly 
extract data.
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tHe “Filter” Function alloWS airlineS to 
extract Data by inDiViDual airplane group 
anD conFiguration.

boeing worked with airlines to validate the benefits of the enhanced service 
bulletin. as part of that effort, boeing coordinated closely with one airline to 
study the predicted benefits of the enhanced service bulletin. Study data from 
the airline showed these predicted benefits:

n a potential 60 percent reduction in defects attributed to the rewriting or 
reengineering of the service bulletin data into the airline’s document 
management system.

n a potential 77 percent reduction in labor hours to develop and release the 
service bulletin data into the airline’s document management system.

based on the positive results of the study data, boeing continued to work 
closely with the same airline to collect actual labor hour benefits. the actual 
data was obtained by comparing airline incorporation of a conventional ser‑
vice bulletin on part of its fleet and an enhanced version of the same service 
bulletin on the remainder of its fleet. Data from the airline showed these 
actual results: 

n a reduction in nonrecurring engineering labor hours to develop the airline’s 
own engineering and job cards from 143 labor hours to 87 labor hours.

n a reduction in recurring kit packaging labor hours from 24 hours to  
6 hours per airplane.

to date, boeing has issued more than 1,300 service bulletins across all 
boeing model airplanes with one or more of the four key features described 
above. boeing has been working with a number of airlines to assist in the 
adoption and implementation of enhanced service bulletins into their operations 
as well as to obtain airline user feedback. Such feedback is key to adding 
improvements to the enhanced service bulletins. 

boeing understands that each airline’s maintenance operation is unique and is 
willing to work with individual airlines to ensure that each leverages all of the 
benefits possible from enhanced service bulletins and that the bulletins fit well 
with existing airline operations. airlines may contact their boeing Field Service 
representative for assistance in adopting enhanced service bulletins. For more 
information, contact Dan pedersen at dan.w.pedersen@boeing.com. 

benefits of the boeing enhanced service buLLetinbenefits of the boeing enhanced service buLLetin

enhanceMents continueenhanceMents continue

suMMarysuMMary

The left and right side 
figures allow airlines to 
show compliance with  
the manufacturer’s data.


